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FARO
PORTABLE GAS FIREPLACE
Gas Technology

LOW OPERATION COST

4-5,5 kW
 Heat emission in a 3 meter radious.

HEAT OUTPUT

BURNING TIME

GAS BOTTLE COMPARTMENT

The operation cost is only  0,45€/h.

Faro emits no smell and smoke. 
It is designed to utilise sterilising fire and 

short-wave infrared radiance to eliminate 
surrounding airborne pathogens .

CLEAN COMBUSTION

FULLY PORTABLE

The castors help to move the fireplace 
from one place to another and 
rearrange the fire on your patio. Use 
the breaks to lock Faro in place.

Faro is very efficient. The maximum gas 
consumption is 0,4 kg/h which gives you 
up to 40 hours of burning time.

BLACK GLASS PEBBLES

The integrated compartment is designed 
to perfectly fit a standard gas bottle.
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